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Objective and Scope
This study compares the costs and characteristics of the three most common high bay lighting
technologies; metal halide, fluorescent, and solid state. It is intended to provide the end user with an
understanding of Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) over various periods of time and differing daily
operating hours. Using initial investment, operating cost, and maintenance cost, we’ll provide a basis
for comparison that can be extrapolated to specific installations.
_________________________________________
Overview
The metal halide technology has, for decades, been the most commonly used high bay luminaire. It is
found in warehouses, sports facilities, big box retail, auto dealerships, and more. Where ceilings are
high, there has traditionally been no competition. Today, that is no longer the case.
In the not-so-distant past, we began seeing metal halide high bays being retrofit to fluorescent lighting
in the belief that it is a lower cost approach. Though it is a technology that uses less electricity than
metal halide, due to the increased bulb count, this is subject to the location and hours of operation.
The common bulb sizes in the fluorescent technology are the T12, T8, and T5; the number represents
the diameter of the bulb in eighths of an inch. Of these, due to the smaller 5/8” diameter, the output of
the T5 is easier to direct than its brethren and is more useful than its brethren in high bay applications.
The solid state lighting technology, using arrays of LED’s, has brought an alternative to the metal halide
and T5. Being the only directional light source of these technologies, the Solid State Luminaire (SSL)
provides a maximum delivery of light with the least amount of energy. However, the SSL also has the
highest initial investment of the three technologies.
Understanding which is the best choice for a given installation, from a purely cost standpoint, is
determined by a combination of total initial investment, operating cost, and maintenance cost. To
provide a useful format for comparison, this study compiles those costs into the TCO (Total Cost of
Ownership). In order to limit this document in size, we will limit the scope to one luminaire from each
technology and the associated high bay performance factors (in place as of the date of this writing).
Because they actively manufacture and promote all three lighting technologies (metal halide,
fluorescent, and LED), all data used herein has been developed by Philips Lighting, on the assumption
that their data is unbiased. Where pricing is concerned, we have used average available prices from
internet sources that, in each case, price a Philips product.
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Total Cost of Ownership (TCO)
There are primarily three elements of TCO:
1. Initial investment- the purchase price of the luminaires (including taxes, freight, and installation)
less any incentives (utility company rebates and tax deductions). Because of the range of
incentives available, none were considered in this study.
2. Operating cost- hourly kWh rates (over the course of the comparison period), and hours of
operation.
3. Maintenance cost- parts and labor for bulb and ballast replacement, the administration of the
replacement (procurement, administration of parts and labor, storage fees), and hazmat
disposal fees. (As outlined ahead, ballast replacement was not factored into the study.)
Luminaires Being Compared
Three luminaires have been chosen for this study. The 400W metal halide luminaire, being the
ubiquitous high bay technology, was used as a basis. The remaining were chosen based upon delivery of
equal or more light to the target. The three luminaires being compared are:
1. 400W Metal Halide- Philips Safety Lifeguard PN 34598-3.
2. Philips Silhouette, 6-bulb 54W T5HO, PN 21769-5.
3. Cireon Tahoe III ES 80, (72) Philips Luxeon Lumileds Rebel ES LED’s, PN HB3-072-AG-AK-AB.
Inverse Square of the Distance Rule; how a 180W SSL provides equivalent light to a 400W HID.
Light-energy dissipates at the inverse square of the distance over which it travels. While that seems like
a mouthful, a simple example of this is that, if a luminaire delivers 100fc at 10’ from the source, doubling
the distance to 20’ reduces the delivered light to one-quarter, or 25fc.
When the phenomenon is accounted for over the angular and/or lateral distribution of light, because of
the relationship of the hypotenuse to the plumb, the effect is substantial. Consider the following:
In this example, the distance to the targeted perimeter is 2.37
times farther than it is straight to the ground. This means
that, if the same amount of energy that is directed down is
directed at a 65o angle, the light being delivered to the latter,
because it is more than double the plumb distance, is less
than ¼ the level being delivered to the plumb. To achieve
uniformity, roughly 4x the energy must be directed to the
perimeter (to avoid a lack of uniformity on the target).

23.7 ft

The metal halide and T5 technologies, when compared to SSL technology, are poor at directing output.
This is because the size of the device that directs the energy has to be proportional to the size of the
light source to be equally effective. A metal halide source of roughly 4in2 is significantly better at
delivering light to a target than the 30in2 source of the T5. The LED light source, at 0.004in2, provides a
realistic proportional geometry for its optics (reflector and/or lens) to direct its light output.
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In context, a metal halide optic would have to be 1000 times the size of the LED optic, and the T5 would
have to be over 7000 times larger to have the same ability to direct light (as does the SSL optic).
Considering the 1in2 area of the LED optic, it is impractical to maintain that proportion with HID and T5.
Making the comparison even more extreme, the metal halide and T5 sources emit light in all directions.
The LED emits light in one direction which, in a high bay, is ideal.
The metal halide and T5 technologies bounce light in all directions and most of the energy leaves the
luminaire in an undesired direction. Considering the inverse square of the distance rule, by the time the
light that is outside the usable zone hits a target, it is virtually worthless. Consider the following:
Point A (light source) is 28’ above point B where we measure
30fc. The same energy directed to 40o, at roughly 44’ (1.57x
plumb), would be reduced to 9.6fc at point C.
If, however, we move point C to an angle of 82o from plumb,
the energy will have travelled 200’ (7.1x plumb). Using the
dissipation rule, roughly 98.5% of that light-energy is lost. The
9.6fc at 40o becomes 0.45fc at 82o. Keeping the energy in the
green zone means much less energy is lost. The quantity of
energy in the black zone gives us an indication of how much
energy is wasted and how an LED luminaire can deliver the
same amount of light on the target with fewer source lumens.
Refraction and Reflection
In luminaire design, refraction and reflection are used to control the distribution and uniformity of the
delivered light. In everyday terms, refraction is the redirection of light as it passes through an object
and reflection is the redirection of light as it bounces off an object. In both cases, while many factors
come into play, an amount of energy is lost.
Let’s say you’re washing your car. Water is flowing through the garden hose and nozzle and, even
though the nozzle redirects the water, the water is generally flowing in the same direction; let’s call this
refraction. Even though redistributed, refraction maintains energy better than reflection.
When the water hits the car, it bounces off in a new direction; let’s think of this as reflection. The angle
at which the water bounces off the car is what, in lighting, is called the incident angle. The more acute
(or tighter) the incident angle the more energy is lost. At a high incident angle, basically washing down
the length of the car, the water loses less energy (travels farther) than when hitting perpendicular and
bouncing straight back. So how does this pertain to the high bay lighting technologies?
The metal halide and T5 technology emit light from their source in all directions; as a result, reflectors
attempt to direct more than half of the output toward the target. Reflectors, like the car in our
preceding example, suck energy from the light wave bouncing off of it. The steeper the incident angle
the more energy is lost.
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The illustration (left) represents non-directional
light sources. The green traces that are headed
mostly downward are a relatively effective use of
energy. The green traces that are wide are,
because of the distance they travel, ineffective.
The blue traces, with one bounce before being
directed to the target, are diminished but still
somewhat effective. Here again, the more acute
the angle, the more energy is lost.
The red trace shows an exponential loss of energy.
Essentially, depending upon the reflector finish, power is reduced by half for every 90 o bounce. The red
trace shows a first bounce that reduces the energy by more than 50%, and the second bounce by
another 50%; by the time it leaves the luminaire, the energy is reduced by 75%. If it makes two bounces
and heads straight to the target, it is ¼ effective.
The black traces show why non-directional lighting sources are so much less effective with their output.
Much of the total output is bounced back into itself or diminished to the point of being worthless by the
time it leaves the luminaire.
Total lumens of the light sources are measured without reflectors. The lumen output is the sum of all
directions. It is important to distinguish total lumens from delivered light. When the reflector is added,
and the lateral distribution of light is accounted for, the metal halide will have lost about 75% and the T5
about 65% of its total lumens. For this reason, efficacy is a misnomer when crossing technologies.
Unfortunately, industry standards have not yet caught up with the new directional capability of the SSL.
The example (right) is representative
of the Philips Rebel LED output.
Roughly 80% of the total output
produced exits this LED travels within
40o of plumb. The remaining output
is 100% within 70o from plumb and
requires a maximum of one bounce.
There are no double bounces and
none of the traces return to the
source. This LED, because 80% of its
uncontrolled distribution heads
directly to the target, is an excellent
solution for high bay applications.
Though the three light sources here vary greatly in lumen output, the total lumens of traditional lighting
that are wasted makes the delivered light of the three sources equivalent. If efficacy (lm/W) were
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considered relative to delivered light instead of total output (i.e. delivered foot-candles per Watt), the
SSL technology would be the clear leader due to its effective use of its lumens.
In much of their literature, Philips compares their 400W metal halide to their (6) 54W bulb T5. Field
measurements confirm the Cireon 180W SSL high bay exceeds the lighting levels of the 400W MH.
Initial Purchase Price
Competitively shopping metal halides, we find a relatively narrow range of pricing. Including the bulb
and ballast, prices range generally from $178 to $265.
However, when trying to spec the T5’s, there was a tremendous and, even for someone in the industry,
confusing range of prices. Centering on the Philips brand for all products, our objective is to use the
most competitive luminaire pricing we could find. We found as low as $159.99 for a Philips Stonco
product but, when we called them to try to determine if this was using the Philips Advance ballasts, the
dealer could not confirm. We could not find a single supplier of the Philips Advance electronic ballast
alone (Advance PN: ICN-4S54-90-2LS) for less than $99.95 (two are required to power the six lamps).
We can only assume that the $159.99 was for the cheaper magnetic ballasts and, to achieve the
efficiencies supporting the bulb life and output, the electronic ballasts are required. As a result, we’ve
assumed the total luminaire price, including Philips electronic ballasts and Philips Alto bulbs, at $280.
For the LED luminaire, we’ve used Cireons straight MSRP (not necessarily street price), of $749.
Total Power Draw
Figure 1, right, is from the Philips T5 marketing
literature. This shows the “system watts” of the
400W metal halide at 460W total, and the (6) 54W
T5’s drawing 360W total system watts.
In traditional ballasted lighting, both the bulb and
Figure 1
the ballast draw power. Data advertised by
manufacturers is initial, or at 100 hours of operation. However, as bulbs age, resistance increases and
system watts increases. Few understand the impact of this on their true cost.
As the HID bulb ages, resistance increases. As resistance increases, the voltage proportionally increases
system wattage. According to a document published by Lithonia Lighting(1) the voltage increases from
100V to 140V, or 40%. Therefore, as an HID reaches end-of-life, a 460W system wattage increases, in a
linear fashion, to as much as 644W. Obviously, this is a huge consideration in TCO. (Regardless, wattage
used in the following cost study, being conservative, ignores this phenomenon by using the initial 100
hour efficiency throughout the life of the HID system, well in favor of the HID).
Information published by Reliant Electric shows the ever-increasing HID draw as a fairly linear process;
the increasing system wattage follows the same path. Considering that this study uses 70% of rated life
and the associated increase in system wattage is 35%, it is safe to say that the average system wattage
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would be 17.5% higher than the initial system wattage rating. With a 460W initial draw, the system
draw over 70% of rated life would be 521W average. (To reiterate, the cost study uses the initial 460W
system wattage.)
This fact also pertains to fluorescent, but in a different way. The initial degradation of a fluorescent
system is steeper early in its life and the average system wattage IS higher than the median. Again for
the T5, this study uses the initial system wattage (as published by Philips).
The total System Watts of the SSL equivalent is a nominal 180W and varies insignificantly due to age.
To recap, the total system wattage used in this comparison, for the HID we’re using 460W, for the T5
we’re using 360W, and for the SSL, 180W. The math in the cost study is explained, so the end user can
incorporate the average system wattage, at their discretion, into the calculations.
Utility Rates
Presently, the US enjoys one of the lowest utility rates in the world(2). If there is anything the recent
political environment has taught us it’s that Democrats and Republicans seldom agree on anything.
However, one thing they do agree on is that utility rates are going to be rising over the coming years.
“While the U.S. represents about 5% of the global population, it consumes about 25% of the world’s
energy, and generates 5 times the world average of CO2 emissions. Because Americans are high resource
consumers in a country with a large, rapidly growing population base, the U.S. has a much bigger “perperson” impact on global climate change than any other nation.”(3)
Cap and Trade is an ever-present threat. There is growing international sentiment that the US should
reimburse countries that are affected by our carbon footprint but are not producing, on a per capita
basis, equivalent levels of their own.
In a report released on January 11, 2011, the DOE published the national average commercial utility rate
(in the year ending 2009) as $0.1021/kWh(4). The average commercial kWh rate in 1979 was $0.047, in
1999 was $0.0726, in 2004 was $0.0817, and in 2009 was $0.1021. This is eye-opening when you
consider this represents a simple 54.0% increase over the last 30 years, a 28.9% increase over the last 10
years but, more importantly, a 20.0% increase over the last 5 years alone.
When compounding the increase, the numbers are even more significant. Over the last 30 years (19792009), the compounded rate was 2.62% annually. Over the last 10 years (1999-2009), we saw a 3.42%
annually compounded increase. However, in the last 5 years (2004-2009), the average compounded
annual increase was 4.54%. Given the more recent trends, for the utility rate in our study, do we use 30
year old data or one of the more current levels?
Given the global mindset, it’s easy to justify extrapolating the last 5 years forward. A point could be
made for the recent trend continuing and the annual compounding rate increasing even further. Or,
perhaps we’ve seen the worst of it and it will flatten out? In any event, it’s difficult to say that the
energy-related data over the last 30 years is more valid than the last 5 or 10.
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Keeping with the conservative nature of our numbers, we’ve used the 10 year figure of 3.42%
compounding annually, beginning with the average 2009 rate of $0.1021/kWh. This puts utility rates
starting at $.1091 (2011) and ending at $0.1248 (2015), averaging $0.1169/kWh over the next 5 years.
Re-lamping
“Rated life” is often misunderstood. Referencing Figure 2, below, second sentence of item 1, most
people would agree that having 50% of the lights out and the rest simply emitting some light is
unacceptable in their facilities.

Figure 2

The Illuminating Engineering Society (IES), the respected leader of lighting community standards and
recommendations, suggests re-lamping at a minimum of 70% into rated life; this applies to both HID and
fluorescent lighting. (This does not apply to solid state.)
Further, the IESNA outlines the following concern for allowing bulbs to expire: “A lamp failure decreases
the local illuminance and thus affects lighting uniformity. It can also pose a hazard to other luminaire
components. For example, in some fluorescent circuits, when one lamp fails, others on the same ballast
glow dimly and may also fail. This can also cause rectification and high ballast current, causing the
ballast either to fail immediately or to experience reduced life.”
For high bay applications, changing a single bulb is expensive so, for our study, we’ve assumed line
changing (as the names imply, the spot change assumes changing a bulb when it goes out and the line
change meaning they are all changed at a specific interval) to reduce the amortized cost of a lift (rather
than spot changing and obtaining a lift every time a bulb change is required). However, to obtain the life
data without sacrificing ballast life and light levels, where should the re-lamping point be?
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The facility manager will determine whether to “spot change” or “line change” the bulbs (and ballasts)
and at what interval, but we’ve
e’ve assumed that having half the lights out and the remaining half at
minimal output to be unacceptable
unacceptable. As a result, the median parameter of line changing at 70% into the
rated life, or every 14,000 hours,, means 15% of all bulbs are out.. We’ve assumed that to be acceptable
for a cost study and used that re-lamping
lamping point for the line change.
In Figure 3, below, the rated life of the Philips T5 product is at 35,000 hours. You also see a note that, in
the fine print, states that the “rated average life is the length of operation (in hours) at which point an
average of 50% of a large sample of lamps will still be operationa
operational and 50% will not”. (We’ve
We’ve again
assumed it is unacceptable for half the bulbs to be burned out.) For the comparison, we’ve assumed a
line change at 70%
0% of rated life occurring at 18,000 hour intervals (15% failure).

Figure 3

For interest only, the
t graph on the
left shows changing light levels
relative to hours and re-lamping.
re
(Though the cost study uses 70% of
rated life, the chart illustrates 60%.)
All data assumes ambient operating
temperatures of 25oC and changes
in ambient temperature affect light
output and average life. This effect
is extreme with T5 technology.

Figure 4
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Figure 5 shows the T5’s loss of output relative to temperature. The “standard” T5 drops to 60% output
at 65oF where the “Extreme Temperature Lamps” reach that at about 45oF. (We did not use the
Extreme Temperature Lamps in our cost study. The end user should consider the facility’s environment
when evaluating T5 technology.(5))

Figure 5

Re-ballasting
Though life expectancy depends on a number of factors, HID ballasts often come with a two year
warranty. (Is that indicative of the actual life of the ballast?) For our study, based upon field data
compiled from our customer base, we’ve found 3 years between failures to be common.
Both the T5 ballasts and the LED power supplies are rated at 50,000 hours. The mean time between
failure (MTBF) is primarily due to the lower heat generated by these products and the associated case
temperature of the ballast/power supply in application. Because of the lower operating temperatures,
both the T5 ballasts and LED power supplies last longer than the HID ballasts.
Regardless, as we couldn’t find any reliable statistics, we included zero costs for ballast parts and labor
in the study; the end user may wish to factor in their own costs. Internet prices for the 400W ballast kits
were fairly wide-ranging, being from $39.90 to $89.90. (Note that, in many states, the 400W and up
products are still available, but traditional magnetic products under 400W have been banned from sale
in many states.)
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Burdened Maintenance Rate
A commonly misunderstood cost, labor is much more than simply the wages of the individual
responsible for changing the bulbs and ballasts. Base pay rate, vacation time, payroll taxes (Work Comp,
employers share of FICA, unemployment insurance), and employment benefits are a part of the rate.
Downtime is also a factor that needs to be considered. Breaks, lunches, and time between assignments
must be amortized back into the cost of the task.
Overhead burden must also be allocated to the maintenance labor rate. A maintenance worker
occupies facilities, requires equipment, and the spaces they occupy have associated costs (from
furniture to lighting to HVAC to supplies and beyond).
In addition to these factors, the most commonly understated burden is that of indirect wages. The
maintenance staff has a manager (who may also have a manager, and so forth). From their manager to
the CEO, a portion of all wages in the management chain, plus their associated burden, should be
weighted to the maintenance labor rate accordingly.
When the costs are properly applied, the actual cost of changing a bulb and/or ballast, depending upon
the organization, will be from four to as much as eight (or more) times the employees base pay.
Using an Activity Based Costing model, the cost of changing a light bulb is well beyond what it appears to
be on the surface. For this study, we assumed a base pay rate of $18 per hour, and a fully burdened
labor rate of the minimum factor of four, to obtain a burdened labor rate of $72 per hour.
Bulb and Ballast Change Time
As this is a high bay comparison, a lift will be required for changing bulbs and/or ballasts. The downtime
while moving between luminaires has been considered the same for both metal halide and T5, though
the actual time to change the (6) T5 bulbs may be longer than (1) metal halide.
Depending upon the facility, maintenance can be very simple or very difficult. In an open warehouse,
during facility downtime, it is an easy task. Operating hours, machinery and equipment in the way,
safety procedures (i.e. lifelines, nets), turning lights off and letting them cool (especially during
operating hours), and numerous other factors will determine the actual task time.
When the setup costs are considered it is, per bulb/ballast, less expensive to line change a large quantity
of bulbs than a small quantity. For our study, we’ve used a (50) luminaire line change as the basis for
the amortization of all related costs and have assumed a clear space, for a 30 minute task each.
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Other Cost Considerations
In addition to the burdened maintenance rate, there are additional associated costs; depending upon
the organization, these can be significant. For example, a maintenance tech requisitions the bulbs,
purchasing sources and issues a PO (perhaps an approval is required), a shipping/receiving clerk
receives, routes, and stores them, and routes the packing slip. The packing slip, routed to Accounts
Payable, is matched to the invoice, the invoice is queued, comes due, and a payment is administrated.
Consider the space where spare bulbs and ballasts are stored, and the associated rent, HVAC, lighting,
etc. for that space. Is there an accumulation of bulbs readied for hazmat disposal? What is the cost?
Who processes the required EPA documentation? In the meantime, how do we identify the new from
the used and where are they stored?
For simplicity, other than the costs amortized into the burdened labor, none of these costs were used in
our study. The end user may wish to factor these into the cost study where appropriate.
In high bay applications, the rental (or depreciation) of a lift is often required for bulb/ballast changes.
For the metal halide, at 30 minutes per luminaire and a daily rental rate of $160, amortizes to a cost per
change of $10.00. (This does not consider the administration of obtaining and returning the lift.)
Though, because of there being six bulbs, as opposed to one, we used the same task time for the 6-bulb
T5. The end user may wish to consider additional time as appropriate.
Cost Comparisons
In the tables on the following pages, as the name implies, new installations assume a luminaire must be
purchased, whether HID, T5, or SSL. Retrofits assume existing lighting is in place and does not burden
the incumbent technology with luminaire price.
We’ve provided three differing business hour scenarios for the new installation. We did not provide the
12-hour/5-day study for retrofits as, for the end user, T5 nor SSL technology only makes sense in
scenarios where photocell and occupancy sensors can be applied. Additionally, utility company rebates
and EPAct federal tax deductions available for T5 and SSL replacement of HID, were not incorporated
into this study and will help shorten the paybacks and increase the ROI. The number of possible
scenarios is beyond the scope of this study and the end user should consult their T5 or SSL lighting
supplier for a cost study customized to their facility.
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Cost Comparison A; 24 hour per day o
operation, New Installation
“New installation” - a luminaire iss to be purchased and the initial purchase price must be considered.
TOTAL COST OF OWNERSHIP
System Watts
Average kWh rate (over 50K hrs)
50K hrs Utility Cost
Luminaire Price (w/initial bulbs)
Bulb Costs (per change)
Labor (incl. lift)
Total Parts & Labor per change
Occurrences (over 50K hrs)
Total Parts & Labor (over 50K hrs)
Total Cost (over 50K hrs)

HID
460
$0.1169
$2688.70
$250
$27.99
$47.50
$75.49
3.6
$271.76
$3210.46

T5
360
$0.1169
$2104.20
$280
$62.94
$47.50
$110.44
2.8
$309.23
$2693.43

SSL
180
$0.1169
$1052.10
$749
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
$1801.10

Notes:

MSRP pricing
ing, no incentives
T5’s at $10.49 x 6
30mins + $10 lift amortization
$70/hr burdened labor
Assumes no ballast changes

(Above: 50K hours operation regardless of business hours. Below: illustrates costs relative to operating hours.)
hours

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Monthly Utility Cost
Average Monthly Parts & Labor
Total Monthly Cost
Months to SSL payback
50K hrs savings per SSL
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HID
$39.26
$3.97
$43.23
17.9
$1409.36

T5
$30.72
$4.51
$35.23
23.6
$892.33

SSL
$15.36
NA
$15.36

Notes:
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Cost Comparison B; 18 hour per day o
operation, New Installation
“New installation” - a luminaire is to be purchased and the initial purchase price must be considered.
TOTAL COST OF OWNERSHIP
System Watts
Average kWh rate (over 50K hrs)
50K hrs Utility Cost
Luminaire Price (w/initial bulbs)
Bulb Costs (per change)
Labor (incl. lift)
Total Parts & Labor per change
Occurrences (over 50K hrs)
Total Parts & Labor (over 50K hrs)
Total Cost (over 50K hrs)

HID
460
$0.1169
$2688.70
$250
$27.99
$47.50
$75.49
3.6
$271.76
$3210.46

T5
360
$0.1169
$2104.20
$280
$62.94
$47.50
$110.44
2.8
$309.23
$2693.43

SSL
180
$0.1169
$1052.10
$749
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
$1801.10

Notes:

MSRP pricing,
pricing no incentives
T5’s at $10.49 x 6
30mins + $10 lift amortization
$70/hr burdened labor
Assumes no ballast changes

(Above: 50K hours operation regardless of business hours. Below: illustrates costs relative to operating hours.)

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Monthly Utility Cost
Average Monthly Parts & Labor
Total Monthly Cost
Months to SSL payback
50K hrs savings per SSL
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HID
$29.44
$2.98
$32.42
23.9
$1409.36

T5
$23.04
$3.39
$26.43
31.5
$892.33

SSL
$11.52
NA
$11.52

Notes:
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Cost Comparison C; 12 hour per day, 5 days per week operation, New Installation
“New installation” - a luminaire is to be purchased and the initial purchase price must be considered.
TOTAL COST OF OWNERSHIP
System Watts
Average kWh rate (over 50K hrs)
50K hrs Utility Cost
Luminaire Price (w/initial bulbs)
Bulb Costs (per change)
Labor (incl. lift)
Total Parts & Labor per change
Occurrences (over 50K hrs)
Total Parts & Labor (over 50K hrs)
Total Cost (over 50K hrs)

HID
460
$0.1169
$2688.70
$250
$27.99
$47.50
$75.49
3.6
$271.76
$3210.46

T5
360
$0.1169
$2104.20
$280
$62.94
$47.50
$110.44
2.8
$309.23
$2693.43

SSL
180
$0.1169
$1052.10
$749
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
$1801.10

Notes:

MSRP pricing, no incentives
T5’s at $10.49 x 6
30mins + $10 lift amortization
$70/hr burdened labor
Assumes no ballast changes

(Above: 50K hours operation regardless of business hours. Below: illustrates costs relative to operating hours.)

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Monthly Utility Cost
Average Monthly Parts & Labor
Total Monthly Cost
Months to SSL payback
50K hrs savings per SSL
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HID
$14.07
$1.42
$15.49
50.0
$1409.36

T5
$11.01
$1.62
$12.63
65.9
$892.33

SSL
$5.50
NA
$5.50

Notes:
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Cost Comparison D; 24 hour per day operation, Retrofit
“Retrofit” – assumes replacement of existing HID luminaires, only T5 and SSL purchase prices
price included.
TOTAL COST OF OWNERSHIP
System Watts
Average kWh rate (over 50K hrs)
50K hrs Utility Cost
Luminaire Price (w/initial bulbs)
Bulb Costs (per change)
Labor (incl. lift)
Total Parts & Labor per change
Occurrences (over 50K hrs)
Total Parts & Labor (over 50K hrs)
Total Cost (over 50K hrs)

HID
460
$0.1169
$2688.70
$0
$27.99
$47.50
$75.49
3.6
$271.76
$2960.46

T5
360
$0.1169
$2104.20
$280
$62.94
$47.50
$110.44
2.8
$309.23
$2693.43

SSL
180
$0.1169
$1052.10
$749
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
$1801.10

Notes:

MSRP pricing, no incentives
T5’s at $10.49 x 6
30mins + $10 lift amortization
$70/hr burdened labor
Assumes no ballast changes

(Above: 50K hours operation regardless of business hours. Below: illustrates costs relative to operating hours.)

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Monthly Utility Cost
Average Monthly Parts & Labor
Total Monthly Cost
Months to payback over HID
50K hrs savings over HID

Competitive Analysis, High Bay Lighting
January, 2011

HID
$39.26
$3.97
$43.23

T5
$30.72
$4.51
$35.23
35.1
$267.03

SSL
$15.36
NA
$15.36
26.9
$1159.36

Notes:
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Cost Comparison E; 18 hour per day operation, Retrofit
“Retrofit” – assumes replacement of existing HID luminaires, only T5 and SSL purchase prices included.
TOTAL COST OF OWNERSHIP
System Watts
Average kWh rate (over 50K hrs)
50K hrs Utility Cost
Luminaire Price (w/initial bulbs)
Bulb Costs (per change)
Labor (incl. lift)
Total Parts & Labor per change
Occurrences (over 50K hrs)
Total Parts & Labor (over 50K hrs)
Total Cost (over 50K hrs)

HID
460
$0.1169
$2688.70
$0
$27.99
$47.50
$75.49
3.6
$271.76
$2960.46

T5
360
$0.1169
$2104.20
$280
$62.94
$47.50
$110.44
2.8
$309.23
$2693.43

SSL
180
$0.1169
$1052.10
$749
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
$1801.10

Notes:

MSRP pricing, no incentives
T5’s at $10.49 x 6
30mins + $10 lift amortization
$70/hr burdened labor
Assumes no ballast changes

(Above: 50K hours operation regardless of business hours. Below: illustrates costs relative to operating hours.)

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Monthly Utility Cost
Average Monthly Parts & Labor
Total Monthly Cost
Months to payback over HID
50K hrs savings over HID

Competitive Analysis, High Bay Lighting
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HID
$29.44
$2.98
$32.42

T5
$23.04
$3.39
$26.43
46.7
$267.03

SSL
$11.52
NA
$11.52
35.8
$1159.36

Notes:
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Formulas Used in Total Cost of Ownership Comparisons
TOTAL COST OF OWNERSHIP
System Watts
Average kWh rate (over 50K hrs)
50K hrs Utility Cost
Luminaire Price (w/initial bulbs)
Bulb Costs (per change)
Labor (incl. lift)
Total Parts & Labor per change
Occurrences (over 50K hrs)
Total Parts & Labor (over 50K hrs)
Total Cost (over 50K hrs)

HID

T5

SSL

Notes:

((System Watts/1000) x kWh rate x 50,000
1 per
6 per
NA
$160/day rental amortized over 30 minute change time, 8hrs/day
bulb costs and labor
50,000 hrs / time between line changes
Parts & Labor pre change x Number of Occurrences over 50K hrs
Utility Cost + MSRP Luminaire Cost + Parts & Labor

(Above: 50K hours operation regardless of business hours. Below: illustrates costs relative to operating hours.)

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Monthly Utility Cost
Average Monthly Parts & Labor
Total Monthly Cost
Months to payback
50K hrs savings over HID

Competitive Analysis, High Bay Lighting
January, 2011

HID
T5
SSL
Notes:
((System Watts/1000) x kWh rate x Monthly Hours of Operation
((Total Parts & Labor over 50K hrs / 50,000) x Monthly Hours
Sum of previous two rows
Point at which running total costs meet
total costs of luminaires (as applicable) + utilities + parts & labor
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Notes:
1. Utility company incentives, for replacement of HID’s, primarily range from $0.08 to $0.12/kW’s
of annual reduction. Utility company incentives were not considered in these comparisons and
may greatly reduce TCO and shorten payback terms.
2. EPAct 2009 provides a $0.60/ft2 federal tax deduction for reductions in power consumption of
40% or more. The 360W T5 is a 22% reduction (over 460W HID) and may be eligible for a lesser
EPAct tax deduction. An EPAct consultant conducts the study and provides a certificate to be
retained by the end user; this process is generally in the range of $1500 to $2000 (per facility).
(This is not available to government, non-profit, and non-taxable entities.) Tax deductions were
not considered in these comparisons and will greatly reduce TCO and shorten payback terms.
3. T5 ballasts and SSL power supplies operate at substantially lower temperatures than HID.
Temperature affects ballast life and HID ballasts are likely to expire well before 50K hours.
Ballast parts and labor costs were not considered in above comparisons.
4. Resistance of HID bulbs increase from 100V to 140V at failure (as published by Lithonia Lighting).
Voltage directly relates to System Watts; a 400W HID system will increase from 460W at outset
(brand new bulb and ballast) to 640W at end of life (fairly linear). Line change interval will affect
average draw proportionally. The System Watts in this study assumed brand new bulbs and
ballasts throughout the life of the respective luminaire. The end user should consider an actual
System Watts factor suitable to their periodic maintenance schedule.
5. Internet pricing was used for all HID and T5 products, while MSRP prices were used for the SSL.
Actual pricing will affect payback term and suppliers should be consulted for actual pricing.
6. The cost comparisons assume a simple return on investment and do not consider the
differences in return between initial capital investments. Prior to the completion of the payback
term, this favors HID and T5 and after the payback term, favors SSL. In comparisons using a 6%
cost of money, the end result over the term favors the SSL.
7. Photocell and occupancy sensors are suitable for T5 and SSL technology but, due to interval
cycles, are impractical with HID. T5 bulb life is shortened by on/off cycles and dimming ballasts
were not considered in the cost studies. (A dimmable fluorescent T5 ballast is approximately
$250 and two are required to operate the 6-bulb T5.) The SSL provides linear dimming (included
in the MSRP used) that, when utilized, extends the life of the SSL.
8. The setup and administration of line changing was based upon a 50 luminaire facility. Smaller
installations will be slightly more and larger installations slightly less.
9. The internal operating temperature of the 400W HID is 1980oF. T5 and SSL, at less than less
than 200oF, provide a significant reduction in AC load. The actual thermal load on the AC is
subject to a number of parameters beyond the scope of this study.
10. The overall CO2 reduction for a T5 (360W) replacement of HID (460W) is 0.925 metric tons and
for the SSL (180W) is 2.57 metric tons annually, respectively per luminaire. (One mature tree is
capable of offsetting 0.25 metric tons annually.)
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(1)

(2)
(3)

(4)
(5)

Lithonia Lighting: (http://www.acuitybrandslighting.com/library/LL/documents/SpecSheets/TD100.pdf)
Department of Energy: http://www.eia.doe.gov/emeu/international/elecprii.html
Cepnet Study on Population and Climate Change:
http://www.cepnet.org/documents/USPopulationEnergyandClimateChangeReportCEP.pdf
Department of Energy: http://www.eia.doe.gov/electricity/epm/table5_6_a.html
An excerpt from the IESNA Lighting Handbook: Luminaire Ambient Temperature Factor. The
effect of ambient temperature on the output of some fluorescent lamp luminaires is
considerable. Variations in temperature, within the range of those normally encountered in
interiors, have little effect on the light output of incandescent and high-intensity discharge lamp
luminaires but appreciably affect the light output of fluorescent luminaires. The luminaire
ambient temperature factor is the fractional lumen loss of a fluorescent luminaire due to
internal luminaire temperatures differing from the temperatures at which photometry was
performed. This factor should take into consideration any variation in the temperature around
the luminaire, the means and conditions of mounting the luminaire, and the use of any
insulation in conjunction with the application of the luminaire.
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